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Eve online wormhole sleeper guide

Exploration Gameplay Center Wormhole Space What is the Best Fit to Kill Sleepers? Which ship should I use as Amarr? Oh, buddy! Since salere deal omnidamage, and tank all four damage as good, any weapon system is good. Choose the turret or missile where you have the best skills to do the most damage But
drones have a more advanced AI compared to NPC rats in familiar space, and they will very often target your drones, so drone boats like Vexor or Arbitrator will have a less effectiveness (unless you use guards at extreme range, but you will still be less effective). The question of whether the ship is very dependent on
what level of wormhole you plan to try. If you are new to wormhole space, a prophecy in a C1 will teach you the basics. If you feel ballsy and want to try a C2 or C3, an Armageddon can be interesting, with RR modules on high to repair drones. Some consider Paladin to be the optimal ship for solo PvE in the C4. erg_cz:
Some consider Paladin to be the optimal ship for the solo PvE in the C4. It would not be something I would recommend for someone without near perfect skills in Gunnery, and low experience in wormholes. To be useful in a Paladin, you have to bling it, and only the hull alone costs 1 billion 700 miles ISK in Jita (lowest
price in the cluster, according to EVE-Market Data), certainly not a ship I would risk in higher wormholes, even more than Marauder. The problem with Marauder is that they must be in Bastion mode to get most of their efficiency, and being immobile without support in a higher wormhole just asks to be attacked. And even
if they have massive tanks and repping capabilities, without CONCORD around, or even a fleet capable of rejecting a fleet strong enough to take on a Marauder, the battle is only going to be extremely long for the same result : you lose a battleship as expensive as some capitals. That's truth. But the OP asked two simple
questions, and I gave him an answer. May be his team is good in rolling holes, maybe he just wants to be ganked ... He did not ask how should I do WH PvE in optimal way. He asked for a fit for swallows, and he wants to fly amarr. That's all. How to succeed in WH PvE is a completely different story. you're right. Can you
tell me how should I do WH PVE? your question requires additional details to be answered correctly. -system class (C1, C2, etc...) -it is for day trips or for long-term stay - which ship sizes you can pilot best fitting is relative because you do not give details about the vessel you want to fly or what class of Sleepers you will
fight and where. Athanasios_Davaham: You're right. Can you tell me how should I do WH PVE? I'm also honest when I tell you that when you need a question that give mah fit for x ask yourself and be honest with yourself: Am I ready to fly x and should I really go there? This topic was automatically closed 90 days after
the last response. New answers are no longer allowed. You have scanned down a wormhole for the first time, and you sit next to it in the room and wonder... You want me to jump in? You may have heard that wormholes are dangerous places, but maybe you've also heard that they contain lucrative exploration sites.
Both of these are true - wormholes definitely hold to the maximum of nothing risky, nothing won. So this guide is going to walk you through the basics of going on the adventure that goes into the wormhole place. This is not a complete guide to all the wormholes - for that you will probably look at the UniWiki 'Wormholes'
article. This is just enough that you can hopefully have an interesting trip without making avoidable beginner mistakes. Which ship should I take into a wormhole? You're going to want to be in a search for your first trip into a wormhole. Chances are you're already in one (that's probably what you scanned it in), but if you're
not, we recommend you switch to one. Wormholes involve a bunch of scanning when you're inside them too, so you'll be in the right ship for the job. Not sure what the landslide's exploration frigate is? Check chapter Upgrade to a new ship. The recommended exploration frigate is suitable for exploration of wormholes. No
matter what fit you're wearing, make sure you have at least 3 things to fit and load: 1x Core Probe Launcher I or another probe launcher. 8x Core Scanner Probe I or any other core probe variation. 1x Relic Analyzer I (Relic sites are what you are looking for to create ISK.) – Bringing additional probes is not a bad idea, but
also by no means necessary. What wormhole should I go into? You can determine some information about a wormhole without jumping through it. After you've twisted to the wormhole, right-click it and select View Info. The description window that pops up will tell you four important things to know. Where does it lead?
The first is the kind of space on the other side of the wormhole. You can tell this from the line of description beginning with this wormhole seems to lead into ... If it says it leads to high, low, or zero security range, the other side is a common highsec, lowsec, or nullsec system elsewhere in the known galaxy. This is not
what you're looking for (although you can probably try to peek through it to see where it leads). If it says that it leads into dangerously unknown parts of space or into mortal unknown parts of space, the other side is a Class 4 or higher wormhole. This is also not what you are looking for because some relic sites in them will
have dormant enemies defend them. If it just says that it leads into unfamiliar parts of the room you've found what you're looking for - this wormhole leads into a class 1, 2 or 3 wormhole that's where the relic places you're looking for can spawn. Is it about to take it fast? Wormholes, unlike stargates, come and go. A
wormhole usually lasts no more than 24 hours from the first given. It Look for here is whether the wormhole description mentions that it is nearing the end of its natural lifespan. If you see it in the description, the wormhole can disappear at any time. If you don't see it in the description (even if the description talks about
decay), the wormhole has at least a couple of hours left before the end of life (EOL) and becomes time-honored. Just enter wormholes that are not the end of life. Is it destabilizing? In addition to their time limit, wormholes also have a limit to the total amount of ship that can pass through them before they destabilize and
disappear. The description on the wormhole will have one of three sentences indicating how close they are to destabilizing. If the description says that the wormhole is on the brink of collapse, the wormhole has less than 10% of its mass limit left and can disappear at any time. This is usually referred to as a crit hole. You



want to avoid getting into these holes. If it says that the wormhole has had its stability reduced, but not to a critical extent, the wormhole has somewhere between 10-50% of its mass limit left. Be careful not to get into these wormholes because the reduced condition indicates that there has been a great deal of other
traffic through the hole. What you want to find is a wormhole that has not yet had its stability disturbed. Wormholes with this in the description have 50% or more of their mass limit left, and so is unlikely to destabilize natural causes anytime soon. Just enter the wormhole that has plenty of mass left. What size of ship does
it allow? Some wormholes have limitations on the size of ships that can pass through them. Since you are in a frigate, you can go through any wormhole, but it can sometimes be useful to know what kind of other ships can also go through. This is a little less important though. If the wormhole says that only the smallest
ships can pass through, then only ships with the mass of a destroyer or frigate can pass through. Up to medium-sized ships means all impact cruiser size or smaller. Larger ships mean all battleship size or smaller, and Very large ships mean almost any kind of ship can go through it. Small wormholes are good for you,
since fewer other players' ships can go through them. Okay, let's go! Now that you've checked that this is a good wormhole to get into, it's time to start the expedition. First and first: Right click on the wormhole and select Save Location ... to bookmark the input. Name what you want. It will appear in People &amp; Places
(Alt-E) in the Places tab, and also when you right-click on empty space. Open the directional scanner window (Alt-D) and make sure that both the range and angle sliders are set to the far right (the angle should read 360). In Wormholes your d-scan will be your best friend to stay safe. Inside the wormhole, players will not
appear in the local channel membership list unless they speak out (and will not). So d-scan will be your only warning about players in the system before they appear next to you. You're about to go into the wormhole. Read through the next steps first so you're ready to do them together without having to look back on this
guide. Right-click the wormhole and select Set Wormhole. Your ship will jump through the wormhole to the other side. When loading into the system on the other side of the wormhole, do not move yet. Like jumping through a stargate, going through a wormhole gives you 60 seconds of automatic masking so you can get
the bearings. (The timer appears in the upper-left corner as a circular blue ship.) While you're still dressed, right-click on this side of the wormhole and bookmark it too. If you don't bookmark it you need to scan it down again later to find your way out again, with no way to know for sure if it's the same wormhole. Now, still
do not break the cap, press the Scan button on the d-scan window to update the results. Hopefully you won't see much apart from celestials like planets and customs offices. If you see any ships or probes on d-scan, go back through the wormhole. You're in a scan frigate, and you're not looking for a fight. At this point
your 60 seconds of jump cloak is probably about to expire. It's time to make a safe place. Right-click in space and go to the Planets menu, and then select a random planet from the list and desp to it. When you start de-turning, press ctrl-B to display the bookmark creation screen, and type a name as the middle safe.
While in the middle of the warp section, tap the Save button. This will create a bookmark in a place in empty space somewhere between the wormhole and the planet you warped to. Bookmarks created through Ctrl-B are located where you were when you pressed Save, not where you were when you opened the
window. Once you've landed on the planet, right-click in empty space and warp back to you in the middle of a safe bookmark. When you land there, press the Scan button on the d scan again to make sure there are still no ships or probes when scanning. If anything has appeared, warp back to the wormhole exit you
bookmarked earlier and leave. (If you read ahead before, this is probably where you can go ahead and do the things mentioned above.) Since as an alpha clone you can not use a masking device, this mid safe (and others you create like it) is your best defense against enemies in a wormhole. Players who want to find
you will have to use match probes to scan you down. With often refreshing d-scanning, you can detect these probes and leave before they get a chance to attack you. Try to continue updating d-scan every 10-15 seconds. Experienced players can examine a ship down for 15 seconds or less and will remember their
probes when they are finished. You can bind refreshing d-scanning to a key in the Esc menu to make it easier to update. If you jump into a wormhole directly from highsec, there another option: instead of creating a safespot, you can do scanning from directly on the wormhole end itself. If another ship shows up, you just
jump back to highsec. Now it's time to start your own probes to start scanning the signatures in your system. Please note that your own probes appear on your d-scan listing, so don't be intimidated by probes belonging to yourself - but be sure to look for more sets of probes that may appear. What am I looking for? Since
you already had to scan down the input hole, this guide will not cover how to scan down a signature. Let's talk about what you're looking for. Among all the signatures in the system, look for the relic sites. Especially you are looking for a very specific type of relic site, those with a pirate faction in the name. There are two
types of relic places in class 1-3 wormholes: fraction and dormant. Dormant relic sites have dormant enemies in them; You don't want them because you can't fight swallows. Fraction relic sites have no NPC enemies - they are just like relic sites in normal space. Faction relic sites have a faction in the site name: Sansha,
Guristas, Serpentis, Angels, Blood. Sleeper relic sites have words like Unsecured, Perimeter or Sleeper in name. I found a fraction relic site, now what? Assuming the d-scan is still ready, warp to it and start hacking! Keep keeping an eye on (and updating) the d-scan that you're hacking, and if you see anything new pop
up be sure to kill out back to either the middle safe or wormhole exit. If all goes well you should plunder some salvage from each of the boxes you successfully hack. When you're done with the site, you can kill back to the middle of the safe and continue scanning, or exit the wormhole with your newly acquired loot. For
your first wormhole expedition, I recommend leaving when you're either done with all the relic sites or have at least 20M worth of loot, but it's up to you how long you want to stay. Please note that scanner probes expire if you leave them in the room for more than an hour, so if they've been out for a while, you'll remember
them and restart to update the expiration timer. I did it! Congratulations on completing your first wormhole expedition! The salvage you have purchased is generally quite easy to sell in a market hub - the purchase orders are usually quite good there. If you happen to have an outgoing large amount of valuable rescue in
the cargo hold (40M or more) be sure to be extra careful on your way to the trade center to avoid getting suicide ganked - not autopilot and don't go AFK or sit still on gates. When you get to the market hub, sell loot and enjoy ISK! I'm sorry, i'm sorry.
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